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Abstract 

The Accelerator Research Laboratory at Texas A&M University is developing gated field- 
emitter cathodes for microwave and millimeter-wave applica.tions. The cathode consists of an 
array of gated field-emitters which are modulated at microwave frequency to produce a fully 
modulated electron beam. Field-emitter structures under dcvclopment include gatcd knife- 
edge arrays, reentrant cusps, and porous silicon. All feature estrcmely high transconductancc, 
low noise? a,nd rugged struclure a.s compared to earlier field-emitter structures. 

The Accelerator Research Laboratory (ARL) 
is developing the gigatron technology [l] for high 
power mm-wave linac drivers. Gigatron is based on 

three novel design concepts: a. gated field-emitkr 
array to produce an electron beam which is bunched 
at birth; configuration of the cathode and accelcr- 
ating region to produce a ribbon beam to eliminate 
space charge and dispersion limitations; and travel- 
ing wave couplers at both the input a,nd output to 
obtain optimum power transfer even across a wide 
ribbon beam. The present work focuses on the de- 
velopment of a gatcd field-emitter arra.y suitable 
for microwave modulation in a cathode in the gi- 
gatron. 

Beginning in 1976, C.A. Spindt et al. pio- 
neered the fabrication of gated field-emitter arrays 
for display applications [2]. Figure 1 shows a. typi- 
cal Spindt tip array. These a.rrays have been fa,bri- 
cated on center-center spacings as close as 2.5 pi. 

and have produced electron current densities as 
high as 1000 A4/ cm2 with a gat,e modulation N 100 
V. They have been operated for periods of thou- 
sands of hours, and exhibit uniform current density 
over the emitting array. H. Gray et a.1. has devcl- 
oped designs of tip arrays for vacuum integrated 
circuits and for microwave power devices [3]. 

Field Emission at the Cathode Surface 

Spindt [2] has analyzed the measured I/V re- 
sponse in terms of the classic Fowler-Nordheim the- 
ory: 

j = al? exp (-l&“/E) (1) 

where cj (4.5 eV for MO) is the surface work func- 
tion, and E is the surface field. In his experi- 
ments Spindt has verified Eq. (1) over six decades 
of cathode current. The experimentally mea,sured 
quantities are voltage and current: connection to 
Eq. (1) t,hus yields a precise measure of the cflcc- 
lioe emitting a.rea at the cathode surface. Spindt 
shows that the radius of t.he emitting region thus 
obta.ined is only T, w 2 A, a patch a few atoms in 
diamekr. This is to be contrasted to the physi- 
cal t,ip ra.dius -500 A. Spindt and IIerrma.nnsfeldt 
[4] ha,ve interpreted these results to indicate that 
emission occurs from at,omic-scale surface features 
which form continuously under application of elcc- 
tric field. These features could be due either to mo- 
bile surface contaminants, such as an oxide layer, 
which produce a local reduction in work function 
[5], or to whiskers or bunlps which protrude from 
the surface. 

Why does emission occur from only one such 
microregion on each tip surface? The a.nswer lies in 
an a.nalysis of the space charge associated with thr 
emitted current within the tip-gate region. Sup 
pose a t.ip gcomct,ry sucll as that of Figure 1, on 

vvhicli emission is occurring from a particular nii- 
crorcgion a.s sho~vn. The emission produces a, space 
charge depression which extends laterally to a dis- 
lance comparable to the gap 9 between tip a.nd 
ga,te. Iii the geometry of Figure 1. the most, emis- 
sive microregion will emit, but its emission will sup- 
press emission from any other microregion on the 
tip surface. This “na.tural selection” of one mi- 
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croregion conveys two properties which create po- 
tential limits for microwave cathodes. First, the SE- 
lection is intrinsically unstable: emission can jump 
from microregion to microregion, producing noise 
in the microwave emission current. Second, the 
emission is controlled by the licld produced across 
the tip-ba.se gap 9, while the capacita,nce of the 
gate/base junction is determined by the gap t be- 
tween the planar la.yers of gate and base. The 
power gain for a microwave cathode scales as G N 
(t”/s’?g)2, where s is the mean spacing of cmit- 
ting microregions. For a tip geometry, t N 1 /lm, 
s N 2.5 pm, g N 0.5 pm: a.nd G N 0.1. For 
the ARL stripline and cusp geometries, t N 1 ~111, 
s N 0.7 pm, g w 0.1 1~111, and G N 400 - a thou- 
sandfold improvement for microvvave modulation. 

Figure 1. Typical tip geometry for gate field-emitter 

Several challenges confront the development of 
field-emitter cathodes for microwave and mm-wave 
devices. First, while the voltage required for mod- 
ulation is modest, the ga,te-base junction ‘is very 
capacitive, and hence eshibits very low impedance 
at high frequency. Second, recent studies of the 
physics of the field emission process on a tip bl] 
show that emission typically occurs from only one 
microrcgion, with a size scale as small as w 10 
A’. Third, tl le input coupler must provide a low- 
impedance clia,rging path to all tips on an array. 
ART, and the Institute for Solid State Electronics 
(ISSE) have developed several approacl~es to field- 
emitter arrays which address these challenges: a 
striplinc geometry in wliich the emitting region is a, 
knife-edge support cd on a narrow gap from the gate 
(Figure 2); a.n inverted cusp iu \vhicli the tip is ix- 
placed by a tliin disc of low-\vorl;-function material 
supported on a cusped column above a metalized 
base (l’igure 3); and a, porous silicon cathode in 
\vhich emitting channels arc formed with a typical 
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spacing -50 A (Figure 4). 

Knife-Edge Emitter Geometry 

The knife-edge cathode geometry is shown in 
Figure 2. The emitting structure is a knife-edge 
which is formed by etching a thin Mo layer in a 
multi-laminar deposition of Au-SiOz-Au-Mo-Si02- 
Au. The gate/base spacing is -1000 A, and can be 
rout.incly controlled to f50 A over an entire wafer. 
A ga.tc-base voltage of 100 V produces a surface 
field at, the knife-edge of 1.7 GV/m, sufficient to 
produce 0.3 /LA emission current [ri] from each m- 
croregion. We have est,ablished a working dielect,ric 
strength of 700 V/i Lrn in the SiOz layer. 

A second a.dvantage of this design is the en- 
hanced density of emitting microregions. Regions 
of reduced work function develop along the knife- 
edge length at a spacing roughly equal to the gap 
g -1000 .A between knife-edge and gate -a ten 
times greater emitter density than tip a.rrays. 

Figure 2. Knife-edge emitter geometry. 

Inverted Cusp Cathodes 

Figure 13 shows an array of titanium cathodes 
in which a plasma etch is used to create a thin 
metal disc supported from a. column of small radius. 
This array was fabricated at ISSE by Legg ct al. [7]. 
A gate layer, formed by a self-aligned deposition of 
SiO, and metal, produces a narrow gap g -1000 
A between the cathode disc and the annular gat,e. 

The cusp geometry makes it possible to obtain 
a la.rgtr number of emitting microregions on the 
outer edge of each disc, spaced by a distance w 
g -1000 A. Tl iis structure is being fabricated wit,11 
a low-~vorl;-function cathode surface (ccrmet) and 
low-impcdancc mctalizations on gate and base. 
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Porous Silicon Emitting Surfaces 

Yue et al. [8] 1 law developed a novel mat,e- 
rial in which a porous layer is grown into a silicon 
wafer through electrochemicaI anodization in con- 
ccnt.ratcd hydrofluoric acid. A porous silicon film 
made by anodizing a heavily doped silicon bvafer 
produces pores perpendicular to the film surface 
through the whole porous layer with a thickness 
\vhich can be controlled in the range O.l- 10 pm. By 
controlling current density and a.nodiza.tion time, 
t,hc diameters of pores can be varied from 10 A to 
100 f\ with pore density from 10’ to 10” pores/mm” 
The porous layer is then fully oxidized in a thcr- 
ma1 oxide process. At the interface between porous 
SiOz and bulk silicon substrate, an cstremely sharp 
silicon tip is formed beneath each pore. 

Figure 3. SEM micrograph of inverted cusp cath- 
ode array. 

During the past year diode arrays of porous 
silicon have been fabricated at ISSE and the d.c. 
I;‘o~vlcr-T\ITordlleilll response ha,s been mea.sured [O]. 
The diode employed the above emitters while metal 
dcpositctl on the surface of tllc osidizcd porous sil- 
icou film served as the anode. The turn-on voltage 
of these diodes was sho\vn to be as low a.s 3 to 4 

\-olts. An emission current of 25 A/cm? can be 
produced by a 10 V modulation. The I-V charac- 
teristic follows the Fotvler-Nordheim relation over 
tliree decades of current and the I-V relations are 
stable with temperatures ranging from 25°C up to 
250°C. The immense number of independent emit- 
ter channels results in an estremely low-noise emis- 

sion current -- a key requirement for mm-wave ap- 
plications. 
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Figure 1. Diode test geometry for porous silicon 
field-emitter cathode. 

\lJe are developing ga,ted micro\vave ra.t.hodes 
using these three design a.pproa.ches. During the 
nest year \ve will evaluate their performance and 
proceed to microwave testing for power tube ca,tlr- 
odes. 
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